
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) 
 
Updated 7/20/17 by community_relations@bismarckschools.org. 
If a question or item is highlighted in yellow, it means new information has been added since 
the last update, so please check back weekly!  

Timeline: 
Meetings about proposed Bismarck Public School elementary boundary changes in 2018-19 
will take place soon. Families who may be impacted will be notified by email and letter prior to 
the public input forums. All meetings are from 7-8 pm and people can choose which one to 
attend as the format will be the same. No need to RSVP. 
 

 Tuesday, Aug. 15 at Miller Elementary School, 1989 N. 20th St. 

 Tuesday, Aug. 29 at Myhre Elementary School, 919 S. 12th St. 

 Thursday, Sept. 7 at Prairie Rose Elementary School, 2200 Oahe Bend. 
 
An architect will be hired to do a cost/benefit analysis of Northridge. The Board will hold other 
meetings later this fall regarding possible school expansions or repurposing some schools for 
other educational uses.   
 
Q 1. I thought we solved the elementary space problems by building Liberty & Lincoln. 
A 1. Bismarck Public Schools is projected to gain another 422 more elementary (K-5) students 
by 2021-22 (over the 5 year period). While some schools have space, others do not. A 
committee was formed to look at that impact on the district. 
 
Q 2: Who was on the committee and when did they meet? 
A 2. The Elementary Facility Community Committee had representation from all BPS schools 
(K-12) as well as from the City, local businesses, senior citizens, realtors, etc. The committee 
poured over many demographic documents, which can be found at www.bismarckschools.org 
under the green Facilities Updates tab on the left, met 4 times for 10+ hours total, and toured 
several schools. Not all members could be present at all 4 meetings. School planner Rob 
Schwarz with RSP Associates worked to get consensus on major ideas at each meeting as 
information became available. 
 
Q 3. I heard the committee is recommending closing many schools like Grimsrud, Murphy, 
Will-Moore, Roosevelt and Highland Acres; is that correct? 
A 3.  The recommendation at this point is to expand Grimsrud for all students from Roosevelt 
and Highland Acres, repurpose Roosevelt for early childhood programming like Head Start, 
which is out of space, and repurpose Highland Acres for a use not determined by the 
committee. Instead, administration would recommend a future use for Highland Acres. 
Murphy and Will-Moore would remain open, as is currently the case. NOTE: on July 19, 2017, 
the School Board took Highland Acres “off the table” for consideration for repurposing. 
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Q 4: What were the 10 recommendations presented to the School Board on June 14, 2017? 
A 4. The basic recommendations are to invest in some existing K-5 schools, repurpose some 
others, and make some micro-boundary changes over the next 5 years (2021-22). After that 
time, enrollment would be reviewed to see if a new elementary school is needed in a growth 
area of the city. The Board directed the committee to do this work using the existing building 
fund instead of asking taxpayers to pay for another bond. The building fund can only be used 
for school construction-type projects. The building fund is different from the general fund, 
which pays for staff, supplies, utilities, snow removal, etc. The 10 recommendations are below.  
 
NOTE: percentages listed below are the committee responses for that Item. Consensus was 
determined by the group to be 51% or higher on any clicker vote. 

 

1. Recommends (revised) Concept 1B (66.7%) where the largest reservation about the plan 
was the timing and amount of funds to invest in Northridge. 

 The committee recommended the School Board determine whether no money, $1 
million, or $2.7 million be the amount and in what school year the Northridge 
improvements would happen. (No group consensus for any of those 3 options.) 

 Also need to decide on the benefit of having Northridge as a smaller 300 capacity 
school, as the current school site is too small to handle Northridge’s present capacity. 
 

2. Plan works toward implementing efficient and larger 4 section elementary schools 
(79.3%). 

 2019/20 – Grimsrud Elementary increased to a 4 section school. 

 2019/20 - Roosevelt Elementary repurposed for Early Childhood educational 
programming such as Head Start (all K-5 Roosevelt students attend Grimsrud). 

Improve elementary efficiency (66.7%). NOTE: Richholt would also continue to be 
used for early childhood/BECEP programs. 

If space available, Roosevelt students attend Grimsrud in lieu of spending more 
funds on an addition at Highland Acres (84.0%) for a combined Roosevelt & Highland. 

 2019/20 - Highland Acres Elementary repurposed for other district educational 
programming needs (all K-5 Highland Acres students attend Grimsrud). NOTE: on July 
19, 2017, the School Board took Highland Acres “off the table” for consideration for 
repurposing. 

If space available, attend Grimsrud in lieu of spending more funds on an addition 
at Highland Acres (84.0%). District will have to determine repurposing of Highland 
Acres. 

 2020/21 - Centennial Elementary increased to a 4 section school. Improves efficiency of 
Centennial Elementary (92.0%). 

 



3. Addresses short term growth, capacity challenges, and efficiency at Highland Acres, 
Liberty, Roosevelt, Solheim, and Sunrise. 
 

Highland Acres: 2020/21 -Addition at Centennial results in area North of I-94 to change 
from Highland Acres to Centennial. 2020/21 –Highland Acres no longer an elementary school 
results in area South of I-94 from Highland Acres to Grimsrud. 

Liberty: 2019/20 -Addition at Grimsrud results in northern part of Liberty to change 
from Liberty to Grimsrud. 

Roosevelt: 2019/20 –Roosevelt becomes early childhood programming; results in 
change for Roosevelt to Grimsrud. 

Solheim: 2018/19 –Boundary change results in areas south of Bismarck Expressway from 
Solheim to Prairie Rose. If space available at Solheim, families could apply for a transfer. If 
space available at Prairie Rose, families could apply for a transfer in 2017/18. 

Sunrise: 2018/19 -Boundary change areas north of I-94 at Sunrise to Miller. If space 
available at Sunrise, families could apply for a transfer. If space available at Miller, families 
could apply for a transfer in 2017/18. 
 
4. Invest in the core area of the community before building a new elementary in the growth 
areas (70.0%) – Investing in core schools to make four section capacity (No Consensus). 

5. Minimizes disruption (breaks) in the high school feeder (Northridge area south of Divide 
changes from Century High School to Bismarck High School). Option could be given to allow 
existing Northridge students changing from Horizon Middle School to Wachter Middle School 
and Century High to Bismarck High to continue in current feeder. 
 
6. Recommend having an innovative elementary located somewhere in the core area of the 
community (69.3%). Parents would apply to have their children at the innovative school until 
spots are filled. Students of all abilities would be welcome. No decision has been made where 
this innovative school would be located. Based on grant funding, BPS could look to open an 
innovative program as early as 2018/19. 
 
7. Provides guidance for district to obtain land within the city growth and infrastructure plan 
(85.7%). 

8. Look for an elementary site where costs to be on city services will be less (93.3%). 

9. Beyond five years, the district will need to consider building a new 4 section elementary 
school where the residential growth is happening (89.7%). 

10. Community will have to be educated on savings of efficient elementary utilization (90.0%). 
 
Q 5. Why is the group suggesting the district move to larger 4 section schools in the future 
versus smaller schools?  



A 5. The group heard data regarding the cost to operate schools. Here’s the data summary: 
* BPS receives $9,646 per student in state aid each year. 
* 4.0 to 4.5 section schools cost approximately $7,285 per student per year to operate. 
* 3.5 to 4.0 section schools cost approximately $8,293 per student per year to operate. 
* 1.0 to 2.0 section schools cost approximately $10,018 per student per year to operate 
or approximately $2,722 more per student per year than a 4.0 to 4.5 section school, , 
and the state give us $9,642 per student per year so our local district picks up the rest. 

 
Note: a 1 section school has 1 classroom of each grade level. 2 section schools have 2 
classrooms of each grade level, etc. 

* 79.3% of the committee agreed with working towards a plan to implement efficient 
and larger 4 section elementary schools over time. Their question was, what might that 
$7.85 million per year saved in the general fund be spent on instead? Academic support 
for students, staff and staff training, supplies and materials, technology, etc. 
 
* 84% of the group felt if space is available at Grimsrud, then funds should not be spent 
on an addition to make Highland Acres a 2 section school due to efficiency factors. 
 
* If Promontory Point students were removed from Highland Acres, there would only be 
59 students left in the Highland Acres attendance area. Promontory Point is growing and 
the students from there do not all fit into Highland Acres. 
 
* If Roosevelt students attended Highland Acres in 2018-19, Highland Acres would have 
187 students without Promontory Point. The committee recommended repurposing 
Roosevelt for early childhood programming such as Head Start. Richholt would remain 
the site for other early childhood programs/BECEP. District administration would 
recommend a future use for Highland Acres. There has been no recommendation that 
Highland Acres be used for administrative offices. 
 
* Some Liberty students would also be moved to Grimsrud to alleviate pressure on 
Liberty. 

 
Q. 6. How were those costs estimates of a 1 section vs. a 4 section school determined? 
A. 6. BPS has an accounting system that tracks all costs per building.  It includes utilities, 
custodial costs, staffing, etc. Small schools have many inefficiencies with staff, which is the 
majority of the expense to run a school.  For example, a 1 section school needs one person for 
positions like food service, secretarial, custodial, etc.  A 4.5 section school does not have 4.5 
times as many staff; it may have 2 times or 3 times the number of staff in those 
positions. Therefore $7.85 million in total, estimated annual savings if all schools would be 
larger is the number of students in the smaller sections schools times the savings difference of 
the larger to smaller section schools. 
 



Q 7. Is it true that most elementary students live north of Interstate 94? 
A 7. Yes, and only 3 elementary buildings are located north of 94.  With Centennial and 
Grimsrud being close to I-94, additions there can help growth on the north, like at Liberty. 

 2,653 elementary student live north of 94. That equates to 43%. 

 5,486 total K-12 students live north of 94. That equates to 44%. 

 While only three schools are north of 94 (Liberty, Sunrise, Centennial), BPS has 3 
others that are within blocks of 94. 

 Capacity percentage of the 3 elementary schools that are north of 94 = 28%. 
Factoring all 6 that are close or north of interstate 94 = 48%. 

 
Q 8. How would all of these new or expanded/remodeled K-5 schools be paid for? 
A 8. The committee was asked to come up with a plan that did not result in another bond 
election. The proposal is to use existing building funds for school projects and a possible new 
elementary school in the future. The district has $4.5 million available each year starting in 
2018-19 to do some of this elementary work. Those funds can only be used for building 
projects, not for operational costs such as new staff, supplies, utilities, snow removal, etc. 
 
Q 9. Has district dipped into its budget reserves to pay for operating expenses? 
A 9. The district has been growing rapidly for several years. That growth comes with additional 
costs. While the district is estimated to add more than 1,900 students by 2021-22 (5 years), 
there will be no additional state funds for the next two school years until the legislature meets 
again. Deficient spending would continue to lower the ending fund balance. The district’s 
ending fund balance is at 6.3% and the Board would like it to return to 10% levels.  
 
Q 10. Why don’t you use Saxvik for educational space instead of keeping it closed? 
Q 10. The Board made a decision a year ago to no longer use Saxvik for educational purposes 
for many reasons, which have not changed. The district is saving about $1 million per year by 
moving students to other schools with space. BPS has put the building up for sale with a 
realtor and there have been some inquiries.   
 
Q 11. Are these recommendations a “done deal”? Has the Board made up its mind already? 
A 11. No. The Board heard the recommendations for the 1st time on June 14. They wanted 
time to study the committee suggestions. The next Board meetings are June 26 and July 10, 
5:15 pm, City-County Building, 221 N. 5th St. in the meeting room on the lower level. 
 
Q 12. Which boundaries will change in the district? 
A 12. You can find a draft proposal of a Boundary Map at 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BznZIUC0_N9AZ3hWaERkbTNxOGc/view. It can be hard to 
read, so here is an explanation of those changes, and the rationale for them: 
 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BznZIUC0_N9AZ3hWaERkbTNxOGc/view


Issue: boundaries must be determined, by policy, by March 15 of the year preceding the next 
school year. Boundary changes are disruptive to parents, students, and staff. To get ahead of 
one significant area of frustration voiced by parents, that being the number of transitions 
students experience, administration suggested the Board consider determining in the summer 
of 17-18 any changes to the 18-19 boundaries. Doing so allows parents of incoming 
kindergarten students one less transition, let’s families bond with their new school and allows 
time to find afterschool care, permits time for the transfer process to be understood and 
implemented, and allows administration to monitor budget implications (staff, use of 
portables, managing non-conforming or non-standard classrooms, class sizes, etc.).  
 
History: following the recent elementary facilities committee recommendation on possible 
options to solve elementary space needs, the Board directed Administration at the June 26, 
2017 Board meeting to create a draft planning process for potential boundary changes.  
District boundaries were re-drawn in 2013. If micro-boundary adjustments are made effective 
2018-19, the five year time period would ensure students boundaried into a different school in 
2013 would not be subject to another move. It is recognized there are families who may be 
impacted again. 
 
Proposed micro-boundary changes involve: 

 159 students (this year’s count) of 6042 elementary students or 2.6% of students, 

including the potential Northridge boundary adjustment, which may be tabled providing 

time for an architectural review of the building 

 127 students (this year’s count), with Northridge removed from consideration for now 

Boundary changes were recommended for these four areas: 
1) Sunrise to Miller 

2) Rural north Lincoln / east Bismarck to Myhre 

3) Solheim to Prairie Rose 

4) Northridge to Will Moore (Note: at 7/11/17 Board meeting, this was postponed until an 

architect can be hired and do a cost/benefit study on Northridge.) 

Proposed 2018-19 Sunrise boundary change to Miller: 
Boundary moves one mile north from 43rd to 57th 
South of 57th Ave NE 
East of 83 Hwy (State St.) 
West of Centennial Road 
North of 43rd Ave NE 
 
Building capacity for Sunrise is 625. Currently 641 students are registered for the 17-18 school 
year. Sunrise is OVER capacity by 16 students with 2 months for students to register prior to 
the start of the school year. Sunrise is projected to be over capacity by 49 students in the next 
5 years. 



 
Two portables are used for music education. Currently, 28 classrooms within the building, the 
two music classrooms (inside the building), and the mini computer lab are used as classroom 
space for students as a result of the way student numbers are distributed across grade levels.  
 
Building capacity for Miller is 536. Currently, 375 students are registered for the 17-18 school 
year. Miller is currently UNDER capacity by161 students. There are 6 classrooms available. 
Miller is projected to be under capacity for the next 5 years. In 21-22, Miller is projected to be 
125 students under capacity. Two classrooms from BECEP are scheduled to be temporarily 
located at Miller for the 17-18 school due to the overcrowding of BECEP at Richholt. 
Note: in the 2014 demographic projections, Miller elementary was projected to have 476 
students in 17-18, 495 in 18-19, and 522 in 2021. The Miller neighborhood did not track as 
projected and thus, has space available. 
 
Number of students by grade level impacted by proposed boundary change 
K - 17 
1 - 16 
2 - 15 
3 - 15 
4 - 19 
5 - 14 
Total = 96 
*Transfer rule is designed to address requests to stay in Sunrise. 
 
Proposed 2018-19 Solheim boundary change to Prairie Rose: 
East of Washington St. and South of Burleigh Ave. 
 
Building capacity for Solheim is 581. Currently 515 students are registered at Solheim for the 
17-18 school year. Solheim is projected to be over capacity beginning with the 21-22 school 
year capacity by 21 students. 
 
Building capacity for Prairie Rose is 201. Currently 161 students are registered at Prairie Rose 
for the 17-18 school year. Prairie Rose is UNDER capacity by 40 students. In 21-22, Prairie Rose 
is projected to have capacity to accommodate 56 additional students. 
Number of students by grade level impacted by proposed boundary change 
K - 2 
1 - 3 
2 - 3 
3 - 2 
4 - 6 
5 - 2 
Total = 18 



*Transfer rule is designed to address requests to stay in Solheim. 
 
Proposed 2018-19 Lincoln boundary change to Myhre: 
North side of Lincoln north of 22nd Ave. up to Apple Creek 
 
Building capacity for Lincoln is 625. Currently 601 students are registered at Lincoln for the 17-
18 school year. Lincoln is projected to be over capacity as follows: 18-19, 639; 19-20, 641; 20-
21, 632; 21-22, 642.  
 
Building capacity for Myhre is 377.  Currently 280 students are registered at Myhre for the 17-
18 school year.  Myhre is currently 97 students UNDER capacity. The EL Welcome Center will 
be located at Myhre beginning with the 17-18 school year. Space is still available to 
accommodate students from this rural east Bismarck, north Lincoln area. 
Lincoln to Myhre 
 
Number of students by grade level impacted by proposed boundary change 
K - 0 
1 - 2 
2 - 2 
3 - 5 
4 - 2 
5 - 2 
Total = 13 
*Transfer rule is designed to address requests to stay in Lincoln. 
 
*Proposed 2018-19 Northridge boundary change to Will-Moore: (on hold) 
South of East Divide Ave. 
North of East Arikara Ave. 
West of North 4th St. 
East of Washington St. 
 
Building capacity at Northridge is 436 (it has been recommended to reduce the maximum 
capacity of Northridge as some spaces in the basement / former custodial apartment are not 
suitable for daily use). Currently 436 students are registered at Northridge for the 17-18 school 
year. In the 18-19 school year (and the subsequent three years), Northridge is expected to be 
OVER the current capacity number of 436 as follows: 18-19, 456; 19-20, 459; 20-21, 464; 21-
22, 468. Note: one of the ED Resource rooms is being relocated from Liberty to Northridge.  At 
one time, various specialists were located in the basement apartment area (i. e, Counselor, 
O.T., LD, etc.). The HVAC (Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning) needs to be upgraded, so 
students and the specialists were relocated to classroom spaces upstairs. 
 



Building capacity at Will Moore is 312. Currently 226 students are registered for the 17-18 
school year. Will-Moore is currently 86 students UNDER capacity with 3 classrooms available. 
Will-Moore is projected to have capacity for 63-74 additional students for the next 5 years. In 
21-22, Will Moore is projected have capacity for 65 additional students. 
 
The Board may wish to study the Northridge building prior to making a final boundary change. 
However, voluntary transfers into Will-Moore and thus the BHS feeder are available now, 
regardless of final decision on Northridge. 
 
K - 3 
1 - 13 
2 - 1 
3 - 6 
4 - 7 
5 - 2 
Total = 32 
*Transfer rule is designed to address requests to stay in Northridge. 
 
Q 13. Where can I find other information, like the June 14 Board presentation of 
recommendations or the Elementary Facility Committee’s work? 
A 13. All of that information can be found at www.bismarckschools.org under the green 
Facilities Updates link on the left. The public is encouraged to watch the Board meeting where 
the recommendations were presented and the actual PowerPoint presentation that was used. 
 

 Bismarck School Board meeting June 14: (the elementary presentation is 37:40 
minutes in and lasts about a half hour without Board member questions): 
http://24.111.15.98:8100/vod/4211-Low-v1.mp4  

 Link to PowerPoint presentation: 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BznZIUC0_N9AYndoOThlSDFyc0k/view  

 
Q 14. Can portables take care of things for a few years?  
A 14. The Board has been trying to reduce the number of portables because they are seen by 
some as a safety factor, and they are expensive and not a good, long term solution to coping 
with enrollment growth. They cost $100,000 to buy and set up. Each time we move them 
there is an additional expense. Since Liberty and Lincoln were built, we have gone from 23 
elementary portables to 12, and only one was used in 2016-17 as a classroom; the rest were 
used for storage, music, and specialists. There is also no truth to the rumor that Centennial is 
getting 3-4 portables this year to deal with Liberty overcrowding. 
 
Q 15. Does the school planner factor in older neighborhoods “turning over” with younger 
families? 
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A 15. Yes. There is a Subdivision Life Cycle for each planning area, also known as Regreening. It 
may be 10-25 years before some neighborhoods “turn over” and the Board must address 
crowding at some schools within the next 5 years.  
 
Q 16. Why isn’t the Board planning more than five years out? 
A 16. We and our planner don’t feel we can be accurate with data farther out. And the Board 
can’t problem-solve before there is proof of a problem.  
 
If you have questions, please email: community_relations@bismarckschools.org.  
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